		


Quotations About Vajrapani From “The Healing Buddha”, and “Ultimate Healing - The Power Of Compassion”,
by Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There are other powerful healing buddhas such as Vajrapani and Logyunma, a female healing Buddha in leaf-wearing aspect, who is well known as an opponent of epidemic disease.  I myself have seen ill people recover completely through these two practices.

Almost every disease can be related to some external condition, such as a spirit or naga.

When we pollute the environment, we can also disturb the nagas and spirits who share that environment, and these beings can then harm us.  Of course, they are simply a condition and not the main cause for our receiving harm.  The main cause is our negative thoughts and negative actions, which have harmed others.

Certain deities manifest to protect sentient beings from the harm of nagas.  The Vajrapani-Hayagriva-Garuda deity, for example, specifically manifests to protect sentient beings from nagas as well as from harmful spirits.  Vajrapani, embodiment of the perfect power of all the Buddhas, is the opponent of the spirits that cause such things as epileptic fits.

Of course, we have to remember that the actual origin of harm from nagas and spirits is our own three poisonous minds of ignorance, anger, and attachment.  Nagas and spirits are simply conditions for our disease; the real cause of their harm is our own mind.


While Vajrapani-Hayagriva-Garuda practice is a remedy to spirit harm, its ultimate purpose is to liberate us from the three poisonous minds.  We should do the practice not just to protect ourselves from this harm, but to liberate ourselves by actualizing the path of method and wisdom within our mind.

Our ultimate aim, of course, is to cease karma and delusion, thus overcoming not only disease but the entire suffering of samsara, including the  cycle of death and rebirth.  We will then be able to complete the path to enlightenment and work perfectly for all sentient beings.




